Welcome to Train-the-Trainer with NMC's Active Learning Model. This class is offered as a hybrid, which includes a hour and a half of online pre-work. It is followed by a one-day, eight-hour, hands-on skill development, practice, and feedback session. The training development and delivery model will increase your effectiveness and confidence as a trainer. You will practice and receive feedback as you develop, deliver, and evaluate training activities.

**Deliverables**
- Define the role and responsibilities of a trainer
- Develop and deliver training using the six-step Active Learning Model©
- Apply different training strategies to encourage active learning
- Identify effective training characteristics
- Demonstrate successful delivery styles
- Evaluate training at four levels

**RICHARD WOLIN, M.B.A., Director of Training at NMC**
- Director of the Michigan Manufacturing Technology Center–Northern Lower Office
- Innovation Engineering Black Belt (NIST-MEP/Eureka Ranch)
- Certified Lean Office Champion Trainer (UofM)
- Certified Human Performance Technology Consultant (ISPI)
- Certified Professional Business Advisor (NIST-MEP)
- Developer of the Active Learning Model (ALM™) Training system